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Crack fronts deform due to heterogeneities, and inspecting these deformations can reveal local
variations of material properties, and help predict out-of-plane damage. Current models neglect
the influence of a finite dissipation length scale behind the crack tip, called the process zone size.
The latter introduces scale e↵ects in the deformation of the crack front, that are mitigated by the
dynamics of the crack. We provide and numerically validate a theoretical framework for dynamic
crack front deformations in heterogeneous cohesive materials, a key step toward identifying the
e↵ective properties of a microstructure.

The propagation of fronts, defining the border between

two distinct phases, occurs in numerous physical contexts

such as paper wetting [1], combustion [2], polymerization

[3] contact mechanics [4], fracture mechanics [5], com-

pressive failure [6] and aseismic slip [7]. Fronts usually

roughen due to interaction with heterogeneities. In frac-

ture mechanics, a front marks the spatial separation be-

tween intact material and crack, and is thereby called a

crack front. It deforms as a consequence of the heteroge-

neous landscape of toughness, the material resistance to

crack propagation. Understanding how these deforma-

tions occur allow rationalizing the properties of compos-

ite materials [8, 9]. In addition, the transition between

faceting and micro-branching for fast crack propagation

is thought to be related to high in-plane curvature of the

front [10]. Studying the dynamics of front deformations is

thus key to unraveling the complex dynamics of hetero-

geneous dynamic rupture. Coplanar crack propagation

is usually studied using perturbative approaches, such as

the first-order model derived by Rice [11] based on the

weight functions theory of Bueckner [12]. This approach

has then been extended to dynamic rupture [13, 14] and

also to higher orders [10, 15, 16]. This framework has

been successfully applied to the deformation of crack

front for various shapes of defects [16–18] as well as pre-

dicting the e↵ective toughness of heterogeneous materi-

als [19–21] and rationalizing the intermittent dynamics of

crack front propagation in disordered media [22]. These

models are however built on the linear elastic fracture

mechanics (LEFM) framework and thereby assume that

the dissipation at the crack tip occurs in a finite region,

the process zone, of negligible size. As a consequence,

LEFM-based models are bound to treat each asperity

scale indi↵erently. Yet, elasticity is expected to break

down along a finite region at the tip of the crack, and het-

erogeneities smaller or larger than this length scale are

expected to a↵ect the crack dynamics di↵erently [23, 24].

Cohesive zone models of fracture [25, 26] allow consid-

ering a finite dissipation length scale through the intro-

duction of stresses resisting the crack opening near the

tip over a finite length, the process zone size. Regarding

crack distortion, a recent theoretical study [27] shed light

on the importance of considering the process zone size for

quasi-static cracks. The presence of a finite dissipation

length scale (i) controls the stability of crack fronts and

(ii) introduces scale e↵ects in the pinning of crack fronts

by heterogeneities of fracture energy, and these e↵ects

are strongly dependent on how the toughness variations

are achieved. For dynamic rupture, the process zone size

is known to shrink with increasing propagation veloc-

ity, thus increasing the importance of this length scale

relative to the size of the heterogeneities [28–30]. In this

manuscript, we investigate for the first time the influence

of a finite process zone on the deformations of a dynamic

crack front. We simulate numerically co-planar cracks

loaded under normal tensile stress (mode-I) conditions

that propagate through a heterogeneous toughness field.

We solve this problem using our open-source implemen-

tation [31] of the spectral boundary integral formulation

of the elastodynamics equations [32, 33] and study the in-

fluence of toughness heterogeneities arising from hetero-

geneities of (i) peak strength and (ii) process zone size.

We show that contrarily to LEFM, a finite process zone

size introduces scale e↵ects in crack front deformations,

related to the nature of the heterogeneities. We also show

that dynamic cracks become more and more oblivious to

the nature of heterogeneities and their intensity as their

speed approaches the Rayleigh wave speed. The behavior

of dynamic crack fronts is comprehensively understood

with an analytical model that rationalizes the numerical

front deformations.

We consider two semi-infinite elastic bodies of sec-

tion Lx, Lz that are in contact along a planar interface

at y = 0 (see Fig. 1a). Periodic boundary conditions

are imposed in the x and z directions. The bodies are

loaded under mode-I condition that drives a cohesive

crack through a planar interface (crack in brown, pro-

cess zone in orange in Fig. 1b) in the positive x direction

at a constant velocity vc. The propagation in the �x
direction is prevented. The crack initially propagates in-
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FIG. 1. (a) Two identical semi-infinite elastic bodies are in
contact at a planar interface located at y = 0, and are loaded
under normal tensile stress that drives a crack at a constant
velocity vc. (b) The layout of the interface with the crack
(brown), the process zone (orange), and the toughness field
(shades of green). The crack front (dashed black line) marks
the separation between the process zone and the intact ma-
terial. (c) Traction-separation law for the reference material.
Toughness heterogeneities are achieved by (d) changing the
peak strength �c or (e) changing the quasi-static process zone
size !0 but keeping the peak strength constant.

side a homogeneous field of reference toughness G0
c . The

interface properties are then gradually changed along a

distance lt towards an x invariant field composed of a

stripe of larger toughness Gs
c (dark green) of width d

embedded in a weaker toughness field Gw
c (light green).

The average toughness in the z direction is kept equal

to the reference one, (Gs
c + Gw

c )/2 = G0
c , resulting in

an e↵ective toughness in the weak pinning regime (the

crack front maintains a stationary shape while propagat-

ing) that is equal to G0
c [27]. The gradual transition of

properties allows reducing the oscillations of the crack

front deformations, see [34]. In this manuscript, we use

d = Lz/2, Lx = 8Lz. We study the propagation for only

x < 0.75Lx to neglect the e↵ect of periodicity. We em-

ploy a linear cohesive law (see Fig. 1c) to describe the

behavior of the interface, for which the stress decays lin-

early from a peak value �c to 0 with the opening � up to

a critical value �c

�str
(x, z, t) = �c(x, z)max [1� �(x, z, t)/�c(x, z), 0] (1)

For the linear slip weakening law, the process zone size

at rest !0 can be estimated as !0 ' 0.731(1 � ⌫)µ�c/�c

[36], with ⌫ and µ the Poisson’s ratio and the shear mod-

ulus of the bulk. The opening is defined as the di↵erence

between the displacement fields of the top and bottom

solids. In this work, we investigate two types of het-

erogeneities: (1) heterogeneities of peak strength �c with

equal process zone size (see Fig. 1d) or (2) heterogeneities

of quasi-static process zone size !0 with constant peak

strength (see Fig. 1e). The toughness contrast is de-

fined as �Gc = Gs
c �Gw

c . The problem is solved by con-

ducting full-field dynamic calculations, using an in-house

open-source implementation of the spectral boundary in-

tegral method [32, 33, 37] called cRacklet [31]. The de-

tails of the method are available in [34]. The crack front

is initially perfectly straight and starts deforming when

it reaches the heterogeneous field of toughness. The dy-

namic deformation of the crack front is mediated by the

propagation of crack front waves [29, 38, 39], resulting

in the front oscillating over an equilibrium configuration,

see [34] . We measure the amplitude A of the front de-

formations as the distance between the most advanced

point in the process zone at the axis of the strong band

and at the axis of the weak band, see Fig. 2b. We started

by validating the ability of our numerical model to cap-

ture the linear increase of front deformations amplitude

with the toughness contrast, see [34].

First, we investigate the e↵ect of the propagation ve-

locity on the dynamic crack front deformations. The pro-

cess zone size at rest !0 is kept relatively small com-

pared to the heterogeneities size, and the contrast in

toughness is achieved by varying the peak strength while

keeping the process zone size at rest constant across the

interface. According to [40], a front dynamically sti↵-

ens with increasing propagation velocity and thus di-

minishes its deformations. For fast cracks, more energy

is stored as kinetic energy resulting in comparatively

lower stored elastic energy and consequently less front

deformations. We show in Fig. 2a the amplitude A of

front deformations as a function of the propagation ve-

locity with vc/cR 2 [0.3 � 0.9] (black diamonds), with

cR the Rayleigh wave speed. The amplitude indeed de-

creases for faster cracks. The e↵ect of dynamic sti↵ening

on front deformations can be quantified by the function

DI(vc) which only depends on the propagation velocity

and whose derivation is given in [34]. The dashed black

line in Fig. 2a is DI(vc)Alefm/d, with Alefm the predicted

amplitude of front deformations based on the classical

line tension model which is valid for small process zone

size, and this function matches the amplitude observed

in the simulations. Fig. 2b-d are snapshots of the crack

front configuration for vc/cR = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9. The crack

is shown in brown, the process zone size in orange, and

the shades of green stand for the toughness of the intact

part of the interface. In these snapshots, two e↵ects of an

increasing crack velocity are visible: (i) a decrease in the

deformations and (ii) a decrease in the process zone size.

The latter is known as the Lorentz contraction [28] of the

process zone and is highly relevant for the following when
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FIG. 2. (a) Normalized amplitude A/d of the front defor-
mations as a function of the normalized propagation velocity
vc/cR, with the prediction of the classical dynamic line ten-
sion model DI(vc)Alefm/d (dashed black), see details in the
text. (b)-(c)-(d) Snapshots of the interface (with the crack in
brown, the process zone in orange, and the intact interface in
shades of green corresponding to the toughness) for respec-
tively vc/cR = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and �Gc/G

0
c = 0.4. Note that the

x-scale and z-scale are di↵erent.

we assess the e↵ect of this length scale on front deforma-

tion. The instantaneous process zone size for a mode I

crack is given by !v = !0/AI(vc) with AI a universal

function of the crack velocity [41].

The influence of the process zone size is investigated.

We consider two cases: heterogeneities of peak strength

�c (with constant process zone, see Fig 1d), and hetero-

geneities of process zone size at rest !0 with constant

peak strength, see Fig 1e). We vary in both cases the

average value !0 of the quasi-static process zone size

while keeping the toughness contrast and the propaga-

tion velocity constant. The amplitude of front deforma-

tions is shown in Fig. 3a, for vc = 0.5cR, �Gc = 0.4G0
c

and !v/d 2 [0.05 � 1.5] for both heterogeneities of peak

strength (diamonds) and process zone size (circles). For

small relative process zone size !v/d the amplitude is sim-

ilar for both types of heterogeneities. However, they get

significantly farther apart with increasing process zone

size: it increases with the dissipation length scale for

heterogeneities of peak strength, while it diminishes for

heterogeneities of process zone size. Note that this be-

havior is qualitatively generic and does not depend on the

propagation velocity vc. Changes in process zone size are

accommodated more easily by a crack front than changes

in peak strength. These observations are striking: the

deformations of a cohesive crack propagating through a

heterogeneous microstructure are strongly dominated by

the nature of the heterogeneities. For two interfaces shar-

ing the same fracture toughness contrast, the di↵erence

between the two types of heterogeneities investigated in

this work reaches up to a factor 4 when the process zone

and the heterogeneities have the same size !v/d ⇠ 1. The
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FIG. 3. (a) Scaling of the amplitude A of the front defor-
mations with the process zone size !v for heterogeneities of
constant process zone size (diamonds, snapshots in (b)-(c)-(d)
for !v/d ⇠ 0.2, 0.6, 1.25) and constant peak strength (circles,
snapshots in (e)-(f)-(g) for !v/d ⇠ 0.2, 0.6, 1.25). For the lat-
ter, !v is the average of !v(z) over the crack front. For these
simulations vc = 0.5cR and �Gc/G

0
c = 0.4.

deformations are not tied directly to the toughness con-

trast, but rather to the variations of the cohesive parame-

ters. For the slip-weakening law used in this manuscript

and heterogeneities achieved by varying both the peak

strength and the process zone size (not presented here),

we expect the behavior to be bounded by the two limit-

ing cases that were investigated. This di↵erence vanishes

for negligibly small relative process zone size, which can

occur either with brittle materials or when cracks prop-

agate at a velocity close to the limiting wave speed due

to the Lorentz contraction.

In order to understand these surprising observations,

we go back to the quasi-static cohesive line tension model
that has been recently derived in [27]. Two competing

mechanisms arise from the presence of a cohesive zone :

(i) the front is looser at scales comparable to that of the

spatially localized micro-damage, (ii) the fluctuations of

strength ��c and process zone �! at that scale are also

smoothed out. These competing e↵ects can have two dif-

ferent outcomes in the quasi-static regime [27] that can be

understood with the fluctuations of cohesive stress that

give rise to a stress intensity factor. The influence of their

spatial distribution is controlled by the length scales of

the front deformation (d and A). Disorder of strength

results in fluctuations concentrated near the tip, so that

the front has to distort more to conform to the disordered

landscape (increase of A). For heterogeneities of process
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zone, the fluctuations occur throughout the entire pro-

cess zone and especially in its wake, such that the front

does not distort much (decrease of A). The overall size

of the process zone size !v impact the intensity of the

cohesive stress fluctuations, thus ruling the potency of

these e↵ects on A. This is in qualitative agreement with

the results reported in Fig. 3a. However, our simulations

correspond to fully dynamic rupture while [27]’s model

is limited to quasi-static cracks. Two additional e↵ects

are expected to emerge when extending this model to dy-

namics: (iii) the process zone size changes dynamically

and shrinks when a crack accelerates due to the Lorentz

contraction [28] and (iv) the front sti↵ens with increas-

ing crack velocity [40]. For the same interface, a faster

crack is expected to deform less, and the di↵erences be-

tween the type of heterogeneities should be reduced. In

order to validate our observations, we extend the model

of [27] to dynamics in steady state (i.e., constant prop-

agation velocity, see details in [34]) and obtain for the

front deformations �a :

c�a(k)
!v

= �DI(vc)

 
⌃̂(|k|!v)

Â(|k|!v)

d��c(k)

�0
c

+
⌦̂(|k|!v)

Â(|k|!v)

c�!(k)
2!v

!

(2)

with k the wavenumber, .̂ indicating a Fourier trans-

form, !v the instantaneous process zone size (related to

(iii) above), and DI(vc) a function of the velocity that

represents the dynamic sti↵ening of the front (point (iv)

above). Â, ⌃̂, and ⌦̂ are functions of the nature of the

weakening, the wavenumber, and the process zone size

(see [34] for their formulation). Â acts as (i) the loss of
sti↵ness of the front due to the introduction of a finite-

size region of dissipation, while ⌃̂ and ⌦̂ (ii) smooth out

the fluctuations of material properties. In the limit of

small !v/d, the classical line tension model is recovered.

Crack front deformation simulations have been con-

ducted for a broad range of parameters, including varia-

tions of process zone size at rest !0, toughness contrast,

heterogeneity type, and front velocity vc. In Fig. 4a the

amplitudes measured from the simulations are compared

to the predictions from the classical line tension model

(i.e., not considering the influence of the process zone

size), with the dynamic sti↵ening term (from Eq. S8).

This prediction fails, as we have established previously

that a finite process zone size strongly impacts the front

deformations. For a given prediction based on LEFM

(take for example Alefm/d = 0.25) there is a large spread

of measured amplitude, being either larger or lower than

the predicted one (the dashed-gray line has a slope of

1) depending on the heterogeneity type. It is expected

from the observations of Fig. 3 that simulations with a

small process zone (e.g., for fast ruptures) will result in

a significantly smaller di↵erence between the two types

of heterogeneities. This is apparent with the data points

corresponding to fast cracks (yellow-green in Fig. 4a) that
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FIG. 4. The front deformations amplitude measured in simu-
lations versus (a) the LEFM prediction not accounting for a
finite process zone, (b) the prediction from our newly derived
dynamic cohesive line tension model. vc, !0, �Gc, and the
type of heterogeneities have been systematically varied (the
detailed description of each data point is available in [34]).

are significantly closer than the ones for slower cracks

(in blue). The e↵ect of the front sti↵ening is also visi-

ble from Fig. 4a, with large velocities resulting in small

amplitudes. In Fig. 4b, the prediction of Eq.(2), the

newly derived dynamic cohesive line tension model, is

tested: all the data fall close to a linear master curve,

strongly supporting the validity of our model for ratio-

nalizing the e↵ect of a finite process zone. While the

predictions of Eq. (2) are based on the assumption of a

semi-infinite crack, finite-size cracks have been consid-

ered in the simulations. Plus, the simulated ruptures are

not in a steady-state as assumed in the model. Second-

order e↵ects might also be required to accurately describe

the deformations of cohesive fronts, as the latter can

display larger curvatures than the classical line tension

fronts. This could potentially explain the small devia-

tions from the predictions. Nonetheless, the proposed

model successfully predicts the numerical observations

and thereby the non-trivial influence of a finite dissipa-

tion length scale for crack front deformations at constant

propagation velocity: not only does the process zone in-

fluence front deformations, but also its outcome varies

strongly depending on heterogeneity type.

The deformations of a dynamic cohesive crack propa-

gating through a heterogeneous field of toughness have

been investigated numerically using the spectral bound-

ary integral method coupled with a cohesive zone model.

We show that contrarily to LEFM, a finite process zone

size introduces scale e↵ects in the deformation of the

crack front that are non-trivial and depend on the na-

ture of the heterogeneities. Fast cracks become more and

more oblivious to (i) the nature of the disorder due to the

Lorentz contraction of the process zone, and (ii) its in-

tensity due to the dynamic sti↵ening of the front. To
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rationalize these observations, we extended the cohesive
line tension model recently proposed in [27] to dynamic

rupture. This model allows considering heterogeneities at

multiple scales, from the nanoscale up to the mesoscale,

and predicts accurately the amplitude of the observed

deformations, taking into account the instantaneous av-

erage process zone size and the propagation velocity. All

in all, our model reveals the non-trivial e↵ect of a finite

dissipation length scale on the front deformations and

particularly the importance of the nature of the hetero-

geneities. Building a complete cohesive model including

changes in velocity and variations of properties along the

front propagation direction remains a challenge. For the

latter, the process zone size is expected to be also the

relevant length scale, as the properties are averaged over

the process zone size [23].

We focused here on steady-state crack propagation

when material disorder is invariant in the propagation

direction. In this limit case, called weak pinning regime,

the energy dissipated in fracture is proportional to the

average fracture energy G0
c . As soon as the translational

invariance breaks, crack propagation articulates as the

succession of depinning instabilities, and an additional

toughening arises from the disorder [42]. The instability

threshold is controlled by the energy landscape experi-

enced by the rough crack front. While we do not quantify

here the energy balance of dynamic cohesive ruptures,

our model provides the necessary ingredients to charac-

terize the impact of the process zone size and hetero-

geneities on the front roughness, and so on the e↵ective

toughness. However, one can already foresee that nearly

Rayleigh-wave-speed co-planar cracks with dynamically

straightened fronts should propagate in the weak pinning

regime. Finally, this work might help understand the oc-

currence of out-of-plane damage as a consequence of high

in-plane curvature of the front [10], and more generally

the deformations of a three-dimensional crack front for

which the process zone size changes with the orientation

from the crack tip.
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Supplemental Material for
Dynamic crack-front deformations

in cohesive materials

Spectral Boundary Integral Method

The simulations are performed using an in-house open-
source implementation (called cRacklet [1]) of the spec-
tral boundary integral formulation of the elastodynamic
equations [2–4]. This method describes the behavior
at the interface between two semi-infinite elastic solids.
The basic relation between the interfacial stresses � and
the opening displacements u± in this case is given in
Eq. (S1):

�(x, t)± = �±
1(t) � V

@u±

@t
+ s±(x, t) (S1)

The + and � superscripts stand for the top and bottom
solid. The first contribution is the remotely applied load-
ing �1(t), the second is the so-called radiation damping
term where V is a diagonal matrix with

Vxx = Vzz = µ/cs, Vyy = µcd/c2
s (S2)

µ the shear modulus, cs and cd respectively the shear
wave speed and the longitudinal wave speed. s(x, t) rep-
resents the spatio-temporal interaction of di↵erent points
on the interface mediated by bulk elastodynamics and is
related to the interfacial displacement history through
a convolution integral. Its Fourier representation can be
found in [4]. Eq. (S1) is completed by interface conditions
(Eq. (1)): as long as the stress at the interface is lower
than the interfacial strength, continuity of tractions and
displacements are satisfied at the interface. Otherwise,
the interface is opening: the velocity is computed such
that the stresses are in equilibrium with the strength of
the interface given by Eq.(1) as a function of the displace-
ment jump. The displacement u(x, t) is then integrated
in time using an explicit time-stepping scheme:

u(x, t + �t)=u(x, t) +
1

2

@u(x, t)

@t
�t (S3)

with the time step being �t = ↵�x/cs, where �x is
the numerical grid spacing. The numerical parameter ↵
is chosen to ensure the stability and the convergence of
the numerical scheme, and is typically set to 0.2. In our
numerical simulations, the interface is initially at rest un-
der homogeneous tensile stresses. A crack is slowly grown
until it spontaneously propagates at the targeted veloc-
ity. The loading is tailored from a reference simulation in
a 2D setup with homogeneous interfacial properties such
that the crack velocity is constant during propagation.

Material properties

The simulations reported in the manuscript have been
conducted using the elastic material properties of Homa-
lite: Young’s Modulus E = 5.3e9 [Pa], Poisson’s ratio
⌫ = 0.35 [-] and shear wave speed cs = 1263 [m/s]. For
the interface behavior, the fracture toughness G0

c = 90
[J/m2] is defined by a couple of maximum stress and crit-
ical opening values between (�0

c , �0
c ) = (7.79⇥ 106,2.31⇥

10-5) [Pa,m] and (�0
c , �0

c ) = (2.08⇥ 106,8.64⇥ 10-5) [Pa,m]
. The process zone at rest associated to these parameters
goes from !0 = 6.54⇥ 10-3 [m] to !0 = 9.15⇥ 10-2 [m].

For heterogeneities of strength, the strength in the
weak and strong bands are defined as:

�s
c = �0

✓
1 +

�Gc

2

◆1/2

�w
c = �0

✓
1 � �Gc

2

◆1/2
(S4)

For heterogeneities of process zone, the process zone
size in the weak and strong bands are defined as :

!s
0 = !0

0

✓
1 +

�Gc

2

◆

!w
0 = !0

0

✓
1 � �Gc

2

◆ (S5)

The full details of each simulation and the code used
to run the simulations are available at [5].

Time evolution of the crack deformations and crack
front waves

The deformation of the crack front is not instanta-
neous. When a crack starts interacting with a hetero-
geneous field of toughness, the perturbation propagates
along the front via crack front waves [6, 7]. If the change
in toughness is abrupt, the front deformation ampli-
tude overshoots its final value and then oscillates around
it. The amplitude of these oscillations decreases slowly
with time / 1/

p
t. As we are interested in the value

of the equilibrium amplitude, we change progressively
the toughness properties along a length lt to reduce the
amplitude of these oscillations, such that the simulated
cracks are closer to a permanent regime. We illustrate in
Fig. S1 the time evolution of the amplitude of the crack
front normalized by the heterogeneity size in two cases:
one with an abrupt change of toughness, i.e. lt = 0 (yel-
low diamonds) and a case with lt = 5!v (brown circles).
For these two simulations, �Gc/G0

c = 0.4, vc/cr = 0.7
and !0/d ⇠ 0.42. The oscillations of the front ampli-
tude are significantly reduced when the material proper-
ties are slowly changed over the transition length lt. A



2

longer transition length would diminish the oscillations
even more, but would require to enlarge the length of the
system and increase the computational cost.

0 5 10 15

tcR/d

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

A
(t

)/
d A

lt
0 5�v

FIG. S1. Evolution of the amplitude of the front deformations
as a function of time for two simulations with vc = 0.7cR,
�Gc/G

0
c = 0.4 and !0/d ' 0.42. The yellow diamonds cor-

respond to an interface with an abrupt change of properties
lt = 0. The results corresponding to an interface with a grad-
ual change of properties over the transition length lt ' 5!v

are shown with brown circles. The green line indicates the
steady-state amplitude around which the instantaneous am-
plitude oscillates.

The period of oscillations is characteristic of the prop-
agation velocity of the crack front waves: the time inter-
val between two local extrema corresponds to the time
that is required for the crack front waves to propagate
across a distance d. When possible, we computed the
velocity of the crack front waves and reported them in
Fig. S2. Note that in some cases the oscillations are al-
most completely eliminated, and thus it is not possible
to easily measure the velocity of the crack front waves.
This is mostly the case for simulations with large process
zone size. The change of properties in the x direction is
averaged over the process zone size, leading to an appar-
ent change in toughness that is smoother and resulting
in crack front waves with lower amplitude. The veloc-
ities of the crack front wave in our simulations are in
agreement with the theoretical prediction given by [8]
(in dashed gray in Fig S2). The spread around the the-
oretical prediction for a given crack velocity is related to
the di�culty in computing the crack front wave velocity.
Contrarily to the case originally explored by [6] in mode I
or later by [7] in mode II, in which a single asperity cre-
ates a perturbation whose propagation along the front
is clearly visible, the heterogeneous pattern investigated
in this manuscript results in the front shape changing
at every position along z at the same time, leading to a
challenging identification of the front wave velocity. The
latter is computed as explained previously by identify-
ing the period of oscillations, and thus requires finding
local extrema of a discrete set of points. The procedure

used here involves smoothing the data, which might alter
slightly the precision of the results.
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FIG. S2. Crack front wave velocity cf as a function of the front
velocity vc. The dashed gray line is the theoretical prediction
following [8]. Not all the simulations are shown in this figure
as it is not always possible to determine the crack front wave
velocity properly.

Toughness contrast with constant process zone size

To assess the validity of the numerical model, we first
investigate the e↵ect of the toughness contrast on the
dynamic crack front deformations. The process zone is
kept relatively small compared to the heterogeneities size,
and the contrast in toughness is achieved by varying the
peak strength while keeping the process zone size con-
stant across the interface. The amplitude of the front
deformations, normalized by the heterogeneities size, is
shown in Fig. S3a as a function of the toughness contrast
for �Gc/G0

c 2 [0.1, 1.4]. Fig. S3b-d are snapshots of the
crack front configuration for �Gc/G0

c = 0.3, 0.7, 1.2. The
crack is shown in brown, the process zone size in orange,
and the shades of green stand for the toughness of the in-
tact part of the interface. We observed a roughly linear
increase of the front deformations with increasing frac-
ture toughness contrast. For brittle materials (i.e. no
process zone size), the Fourier transform of the quasi-
static front deformations �a is given by, see [9],

c�a(k) = � 1

|k|
\�Gc(k)

G0
c

(S6)

with k the wavenumber and .̂ indicates a Fourier trans-
form. Eq. (S6) predicts a linear dependency of the front
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FIG. S3. (a) Scaling of the amplitude A of the front de-
formations with the toughness contrast �Gc/G

0
c . (b)-(c)-

(d): snapshots of the crack front deformation for respectively
�Gc/G

0
c = 0.3, 0.7, 1.2. The crack is in brown, the process

zone in orange, the strong toughness in dark green and the
weak one in light green. The crack velocity in these simula-
tions is vc = 0.5cR.

amplitude on the toughness contrast, which is consistent
with our observations. For large contrasts, the observa-
tions deviate from the predictions, which is expected as
second-order e↵ects start being relevant.

E↵ect of dynamics on crack front deformations

We now wish to assess the influence of dynamics on
the crack front deformations. We will consider a perma-
nent regime, i.e. a crack that has been propagating at
a constant velocity for an infinite amount of time. An
expression for the perturbation of the dynamic stress in-
tensity factor for a small deviation from straightness of
a crack is provided by [10]. The general structure of the
equation relates the perturbed stress intensity factor to
the original stress intensity factor and a convolution of
the front deformation with a function P , see Eq. (8.10)
in [10]. For a mode I crack, its perturbed stress inten-
sity factor KI writes as Eq. (S7). K0

I is the stress in-
tensity factor in the unperturbed configuration, and PV
denotes a Cauchy principal value. P (z, t) is a kernel
whose expression in the wavenumber-frequency domain
(z ! k), (t ! ✓) is given by [8, 11]. We consider only the
permanent regime for which there is no time dependency
(✓ = 0) and in this case P (z, t) reduces to DI(v)|k|/2 with
DI(v) given by Eq. (S8). It corresponds to the dynamic
sti↵ening term associated with mode I solicitation. We
show the function DI(v) in Fig. S4. It tends towards 1 for
the quasi-static case vc = 0 and towards 0 for cracks ap-
proaching the limiting propagation velocity, the Rayleigh
wave speed cR.

KI(z, t) = K0
I (z) + �KI(z, t) = K0

I (z) +
�K0

I

@a
(z)�a(z, t) � PV

Z +1

�1
P (z, t)K0

I (z0) [�a(z, t) � �a(z0, t)] dz0 (S7)

DI(vc) = 1/

 
2p

1 � (vc/cR)2
� 1p

1 � (vc/cd)2
� (vc/cR)2

Z cd

cs

�(v)dv

!
(S8)

�(v) =

s
2

⇡ [(v/cR)2 � (vc/cR)2]
arctan

 
4
p

1 � (v/cd)2
p

(v/cs)2 � 1

(2 � (v/cs)2)2

!
(S9)

Dynamic Cohesive Line Tension Model

In order to derive a dynamic cohesive line tension
model, one can build on the derivation for the quasi-
static cohesive line tension model of Lebihain et al. [9]

to compute the expression of the stress intensity factor
k of the deformed front F⇤ that is generated at a point
z = z0 by a pair of unitary forces that are applied at a
given distance x behind the crack front at a point z = z1,
see Eq. (7) in [9]. In the permanent dynamic regime, it
writes

k (F⇤; z0, z1, x, vc) = k (F ; z0, z1, x, vc) + DI(vc)

Z +1

�1
k (F ; z; z1, x, vc)

�a(z) � �a(z1)

(z � z1)2
dz (S10)

where k (F ; z0, z1, x, vc = 0) is known analytically for the semi-infinite coplanar crack with a straight crack
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front F , see [9] for more details on the derivation of the
crack face weight functions.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

vc/cR

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

D
I
(v

c
)

FIG. S4. Dynamic pre-factor DI(vc) from Eq. (S8) as a func-
tion of the propagation velocity vc/cr.

The derivation of the dynamic cohesive line tension
model follows then the one presented in [9] for the crack
face weight functions and the cohesive stress intensity fac-
tor, with the di↵erence that the process zone to be consid-
ered is the instantaneous cohesive zone size !v instead of
the rest one !0, and the pre-factor DI(vc) multiplying the
terms. The complete prediction for the deformation of a
front in the dynamic regime due to both heterogeneities
of strength and process zone thus corresponds to Eq. (53)
in [9] with the two changes mentioned above, which result
in Eq. (2). Note that as DI(vc = 0) = 1, we recover the
formulae given by [9] for the quasi-static front deforma-
tion in presence of a process zone. For cracks propagating
at the limiting velocity, we have DI(vc = cR) = 0, result-
ing in theoretically undeformable crack front in this limit
(in the hypothesis of co-planar crack propagation). In
practice, fast cracks will often trigger out-of-plane dam-
age and instabilities before reaching the limiting velocity.

For completeness, we recall here the expression for Â
and ⌃̂ and ⌦̂. Note that these expressions slightly di↵er
from the one given by [9] as we consider here the dynamic
process zone size !v and not the static one !0.

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

Â (|k|!v) = � 1

Cw

R +1
0

f 0
w (u)

u1/2

�
1 � e�|k|!vu

�
du

⌃̂ (|k|!v) =
1

Cw

R +1
0

fw (u)

u1/2
e�|k|!vudu

⌦̂ (|k|!v) = � 2

Cw

R +1
0 f 0

w (u) u1/2e�|k|!vudu

(S11)

with Cw =
R +1
0 fw (u) u�1/2du and fw(x/!) the shape

function that relates to the nature of the weakening. For
the linear traction separation law considered in this work
there is no analytical expression for the shape function
as a function of the distance, but it can be computed
numerically, see [9] Appendix C.4. for details. Â and
⌃̂ and ⌦̂ for other cohesive laws such as linear distance
weakening, Dugdale-Barenblatt distance weakening [12,
13] and exponential distance weakening are also provided
in Appendix C of [9].
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